WHAT’S NEW?

SELF-CLOSING
SAFETY GATES
PROVIDE
PROTECTION
Safesite, a supplier of fall protection
solutions, has introduced Kee Gate,
a range of self-closing safety gates
as part of its product portfolio that
provides workers with a safety
solution when working at height.
Designed to work both externally
and internally and on ladders,
roof hatches, walkways, with edge
protection and plant machinery,
Kee Gate ensures maintenance and
inspection staff can fulfil their job,
follow best practices and comply
with current safety standards,
without putting their safety at risk.
Kee Gates are spring loaded so can
automatically close behind the user,
providing an added level of security

and overcoming the potential for
human error. This type of system
is the preferred solution to chains,
bars or sliding tubes, as these
traditional forms of protection
can lead to a hazardous void,
when used incorrectly.
Kee Gate is available in galvanised
steel and if required can be powder

THE POSITIVE
PSYCHOLOGY
OF BEING IN
THE SADDLE

www.safesite.co.uk

With over 20,000 cycling accidents on
UK roads; you’ll want to ensure your
employees are protected in case of an
emergency and we can advise you on
that too. PedalSure is a new company
that covers you and your bike.

Cycling has never been more
popular in the UK. Inspired by our
new national heroes Wiggins, Sir
Chris Hoy and Victoria Pendleton; It's
no wonder that the number of people
cycling to work in London has more
than doubled in the last 10 years.

While other insurers cover your bike,
PedalSure takes care of you too. We
offer three grades of customised
personal accident cover (Bronze,
Silver & Gold), with each including a
choice of comprehensive coverage
levels to suit all requirements
and give you that extra peace of
mind. For example Bronze includes
£35,000 for Accidental Death and
Personal Accident, whereas Gold
extends this to £150,000.

Those who cycle feel a broad range
of positive emotions when they
ride. Joy, contentment, absorption,
satisfaction, accomplishment, alert,
calm, peaceful, confident, powerful,
excited – happy.

www.tomorrowsfm.com

Kee Gate is compliant with the
requirements of EN 13374 Class A,
EN ISO 14122 Part 3 & Part 4 and is
CE marked to EN 1090. The system
has undergone extensive testing to
ensure total reliability of the gates.

Take advantage of the cycle to work
scheme today and reap the rewards
of a healthier workforce. The cycle
to work scheme allows employers
to loan cycles and cyclists’ safety
equipment to employees as a taxfree benefit.

It is a well-known fact that
happiness has a significantly
positive impact on work productivity.
How can you keep your employees
smiling and producing?

The benefits of cycling are easy to
measure: It burns calories, reduces air
pollution, relieves traffic congestion
and costs less than owning a car. But,

coated in safety yellow. The safety
gate is available with standard
'U' bolts for fixing to uprights of
33.7, 42.4 and 48.3 mm diameter,
enabling the gate to be fixed quickly
to existing supporting structures,
posts or stringers. An additional
fixing pack is provided which allows
the gate to be fixed to square, flat
or angle uprights. Easy to install
or to retro-fit existing structures,
such as galvanised handrails and
roof edge protection systems, Kee
Gate is 1 metre wide. Designed to be
trimmed on-site, this solution saves
companies the time and money it
takes to fabricate their own gates.

for those of us who ride, we know there
are even bigger upsides to cycling:
Biking makes us happy.

All polices include 14 to 28 Days
overseas extension, amateur racing,
charity events or sportive.
www.pedalsure.com
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